MOFs are distinguished from other porous materials by their compositional diversity and structural regularity. While typical MOFs are rather simple, comprising just one type of joint and linker, MOFs that feature multiple, topologically-distinct, linkers offer new perspectives on framework design and functional properties. Because the position of each linker in the lattice is determined by its backbone structure, regularity prevails over randomness. Isoreticular series of frameworks can be designed and synthesized by introducing modified linkers that bear various substituents. In this way complex, pore architectures that feature three-dimensional arrays of functional groups can be programmed. Multicomponent MOFs produced in this way allow for the optimization of functional attributes, such as selective gas uptake and catalysis. In this presentation, I will discuss our recent work on the synthesis and properties of multicomponent MOFs based on MUF-77 (MUF – Massey University Framework).
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